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Introduction
The Fairview Parks Survey was commissioned by the Fairview Community Association in
February, 2012 to assess the feelings of Fairview community residents towards their local
parks and greenspaces. The idea of improving our parks initiated with the playground upgrades already underway for Flavelle Park through the Association’s Playground Committee
and expanded through further discussions with the Association and the City of Calgary Parks
Department.
A telephone survey of Fairview residents completed in 2006 by HarGroup Management Consultants for the City of Calgary, concluded that park improvements were a high priority concern for those in our community. In late 2010, a community discussion group, Conversations
Fairview, led by then University of Calgary Master’s student Lindsey Meads further cemented the importance of park improvements in our community by our residents.

Methods
The Fairview Parks Survey was produced on Survey Monkey, an online survey creation website that provides flexible and easy to follow survey templates. A test survey of ten questions
was first created and distributed among board member and playground committee members.
Feedback was acquired from this and the survey was edited and expanded to 25 questions
(results of two questions are not provided in this summary due to their confidential nature).
The survey was opened on March 22nd, 2012 and closed on May 16th, 2012, a total of nearly
two months.
The survey was promoted in two community newsletters delivered to every household ,
through our community association website (www.fairviewcommunity.ca), by email to current and former board members and Playground Committee members, by way of posters
placed in our parks and greenspaces and by door-to-door leaflets delivered to every house in
Fairview in early May.
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Results
The results are summarized below by question as they appeared to survey respondents. 75
households in Fairview out of 1257 took part in the survey, a response rate of 6.0%. Of the 75
respondents, 62 completed the entire survey for a completion rate of 82.7%.

Question 1. Which park or greenspace in Fairview do you live nearest to?
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Question 2. Of those listed, which park or greenspace in Fairview
do you and your family use the most?
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Question 3. How often do you and your family use each park or greenspace in Fairview in
warmer months (late spring, summer, early fall)?

From the crude data provided in this chart, it is difficult to accurately determine which park
is actually used the most in the summer months. Therefore, a weighted scoring system based
on the selection chosen and the number of respondents for each park is created and the results are summarized in the following chart. As you can see, Flint Park is still used slightly
more than Flavelle (although likely a statistical tie).
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Question 4. How often do you and your family use each park or greenspace in Fairview in
colder months (late fall, winter, early spring)?

As with Question 3, both chart formats are provided to provide an accurate representation of
the data:
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Question 5. What do you and your family use Fairview's parks and greenspaces for?

Additional comments:
I use many of the surrounding green spaces to exercise and walk the dogs year round. All the
names are not familiar to me. For me conservation and more parks good, no parks ...very bad.
Have used park for 38 years walking dogs and playing with children,grandchildren and now
great-grandchildren
Do not use. All too far to be handy. Children grown up and spouse handicapped.
Grandchildren use school park
We use the playground & green space at the Fairview/Le Roi Daniels schools!
I love just looking a the beautiful big cottonwoods in Flavelle Park. I like that it is a Greenspace
and not full of tacky playground equipment.
Cross country skiing and running in Flint Park
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Question 6. Do you and your family use the off-leash dog areas in
the following parks for walking your dog(s) off-leash?
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Question 7. How satisfied overall are you with the current
Fairview parks and greenspaces?
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Question 8. How satisfied are you with the maintenance of the current
parks and greenspaces in Fairview?
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Question 9. What feature(s), if any, do you like most about
each Fairview park or greenspace?

Flavelle Park:
Convenient to home
Mature trees
Hill/slope/topography, upper flat open space for sports/games/kites,
hill for tobogganing, mature trees, lots of potential!
Swings, slide, double bouncer, natural slope and open area to run and play
Double swings, large play area
Location
The helicopter
Lots of space and big trees
I LOVE the Green SPACE, I enjoy the toboggan area as well.
Not very crowded, quiet
Fenced and able to have dog off leash
Trees and open space
Greenspace up top and the hill
Fencing around park, good location
Swings
Enclosed
Double swings
The digger!
Good swings and digging equipment. hill for sledding
I like the open green space, we use the park but its not very good
Two level (playground and field)
The trees
Green space behind playground where kids can play ball etc.
My children love the helicopter and the opportunity for pretend play.
I like that it has infant swings.
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Flint Park:
Garbage removal is reliable. A good use of greenspace, convenient,
a certain privacy suitable for a medium sized walk for the dogs
Monkey bars, various types of equipment
Flat open field area, trees, benches, ability to walk dog
The flat area for throwing dog toys
Playground
Swings
Trees
Newer and safer than Flavelle park
View of city and mountains, trains going by, placement of some benches, long
linear park, mature trees, cross country ski potential, off-leash area potential,
lots of potential!
Nice long walking space
Flowering trees
Walking and slide, swings
Much longer walk than the other smaller ones, with a view on the mountains
on good days.
Trees - could be more
The view!!
Lots of space and big trees
I like the openness of Flint Park. I just wish it was fenced for off-leash use.
Has a nice view
Off-leash (wish we could use it)
Large size
The playground
Swings, walking area
Dog walking
Close by and not too crowded
Baby swings
Great play space lots of space to run/ski
Good newer equipment. nice large space
Large walking area, view - great place to picnic
Fairview Community Association
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Off-leash area for dogs
Good size, away from traffic
Off-leash access so close to home
Size, proximity to home
The area

Fawn Park (with playground):
Close to home, swings, slide, bench
Coziness, no dogs allowed, trees, bench
Playground
Small and quaint, trees, interesting shape, tire swing, new garbage bin,
90 degree parking, entrance has small slope for landscaping potential
Tire and swings and playing hide-and-seek in trees
Seating - could be more
Playground
Location
The playground
Swings
Trees, tire swing
None
Trees and play area
The space
Green space next to playground where kids can play and run around
The swings and climbing structure.

Fawn/Foster Greenspace:
Open space for playing games
Trees, ability to walk dog
Nothing except trees and slope/topography
Fairview Community Association
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Good open space, with nice trees at the bottom
Large pine trees
Running around and playing in the snow, can't really call it tobogganing
The trees
Big trees
Trees, open space
Large trees for shade and games and the big hill
The grass

Fountain Greenspace:
Level terrain good for games
Nothing except trees and open space - lots of potential!
Open with trees... the bench
It is quiet
Quiet and open would be great to see a playground here
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Question 10. What feature(s), if any, do you like least about
each Fairview park or greenspace?
Flavelle Park:
Dandelions
No equipment for older kids
Old and unsafe for little ones
Dog excrement left by other dog owners
Nothing to invite/entice me to go there
Fence is dying, picnic table is dying and on a slope, shale entrances in bad
shape and ugly, playground is ancient and needs to be replaced, hill/slope too
close to playground (running kids, tobogganing), one entrance is on an eroding
slope, cheap/ugly bench and picnic table, large gate access for trucks in fence
is ugly, too much off leash activity
Digger
Slide apparatus unsafe for youngsters (too easy to fall off)
Not much selection in equipment
Old playground equipment
I am very happy the way Flavelle Park is at present. The only
improvement would be fence along the backside
Crappy playground
Playground is uninspired
Play structure, off leash area
Poor playground equipment
Would like an off-leash area in this park
Dog owners with unleashed pets
Bad equipment
Nothing for older kids
The aging playground equipment and there is only one bench
Age of equipment
Dead grass
The playground equipment is a bit sparse given the amount of kids
that use the park
Fairview Community Association
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That there's not more equipment.

Flint Park:
Poor participation from fellow dog walkers to clean up after there pet and the
general litter sucks. The path created by the traffic parallel to the sound fence
may need attention soon.
Gravel
Lack of poop pick up, garbage, no fence line
Dandelions, people that do not pick up after pets
No fence facing road
No equipment for older kids
Uninspired play area for little children
Nothing to invite/entice me to go there
Playground needs replacing, off-leash area with no fence on a busy road is
ridiculous (forethought!), swings are too high off the ground, lack of path/
sidewalk through park, no road crossings on Flint (at NSD?) or pedestrian
crossings over the RR tracks, car barrier at Flint/Fairmount in poor shape,
unsafe off-leash area, poorly used for the size and beautiful view
Dandelion infestation / dog feces
Maintenance of grass was abhorrent last year. Dead grass, and
dandelions everywhere.
Hard to get to entrances off alleys
Old playground equipment
I do not like that this is an off-leash park that is unfenced and opens on to a
very busy road.
Dogs off leash and owners who don't clean up after them
No fence along the road. I would never let my dog off-leash there. It a shame,
it is a big beautiful park.
No barrier to hill and road by play structure
Poor playground equipment
No fence to separate from busy flint road, no path on slanted hill makes
walking difficult
The wind (no trees west of the playground)
Sometimes is dull of empty glass broken bottles
Not inviting
Fairview Community Association
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Rocks in the playground aren't great
Does not have much appeal as a space that is seen by many outside of
our community
Should have a fence between the off-leash and Flint Road
Garbage bin too far away from main area. dog sign not visible
Tendency to attract vagrants in treed areas
Noisy
This park is quite isolated and out of the way, also the steep angle of the green
space makes it impractical for playing ball etc.
In 13 years I've rarely seen it used
Dated equipment

Fawn Park (with playground):
Needs more older children’s equipment, gravel
Only one garbage can, people take animals in there
Dandelions
Nothing to invite/intice me to go there
Small, awful playground equipment, rusting fence, flat, boring, complete ban on
dogs seems silly (can't even walk through on-leash?)
Old equipment, needs more trees against alley
Yellow weeds
Not a lot of benches or tables
Need more playground equipment
Small with outdated equipment
Not enough variety of equipment
Unused space around large pine trees, digger, signage, not enough benches
Bad equipment
Close to home
Again nothing for older kids, only one swing, one bench
Very worn and old
Dangerous park equipment
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This park is rather isolated at the intersection of two alleys and open to abuse
for shady activities. Also because the park exists into the alley people will freely
walk their dogs through the park even if there are kids playing. It would be
most helpful if the fence were higher and the back gate were closed off so the
only entry and exit were at the front from the street side which makes more
sense anyways because why would a playground for kids be exiting out onto an
alley?
Never see kids on it, why the speed limit restriction?
Not close enough

Fawn/Foster Greenspace:
No playground zone sign
No garbage cans or benches, garbage & debris left around
Dandelions
Benches
Nothing to invite/intice me to go there
That there is nothing here!
Yellow weeds
Not any benches or tables
Dandelion infestation / dog feces
No benches
Nowhere for adults to sit while kids play , nowhere for kids to put garbage
Not enough trees
Needs more landscaping

Fountain Greenspace:
Dandelions
Nothing to invite/intice me to go there
No sidewalk on east border of greenspace, no young trees, no garbage bin,
too much off-leash, loud noise coming from blackfoot/glenmore, no signage,
empty feeling, bad and not enough sitting areas
Fairview Community Association
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Too may dandelions and city does NOT handle fall leaves very well at all.
Minimal benches
Loud
Could use a bit of landscaping
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Question 11. What changes or improvements would you and your family
like to see in each Fairview park?
Flavelle Park

Flint Park

Fawn Park (with

Re-

playground)

sponse
Count

58.3% (21)

33.3% (12)

69.4% (25)

36

62.8% (27)

46.5% (20)

55.8% (24)

43

37.5% (9)

87.5% (21)

16.7% (4)

24

68.2% (15)

77.3% (17)

13.6% (3)

22

public art

66.7% (12)

77.8% (14)

33.3% (6)

18

improved picnic

62.5% (20)

62.5% (20)

37.5% (12)

32

64.1% (25)

69.2% (27)

43.6% (17)

39

35.0% (7)

75.0% (15)

40.0% (8)

20

raised garden beds

57.1% (8)

50.0% (7)

42.9% (6)

14

flower planters

70.6% (12)

52.9% (9)

41.2% (7)

17

natural/native

51.7% (15)

86.2% (25)

34.5% (10)

29

we do not use this
park enough to
comment
improved playgrounds
add pathways/
sidewalks
safer/unobstructed
tobogganing site

sites
improved sitting
areas
fence replacement
or addition

planting/landscape
areas
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community garden

41.7% (10)

75.0% (18)

29.2% (7)

24

drinking fountain

50.0% (11)

68.2% (15)

40.9% (9)

22

water features

58.3% (7)

75.0% (9)

33.3% (4)

12

boulevard tree

73.7% (14)

57.9% (11)

10.5% (2)

19

park tree planting

52.9% (9)

70.6% (12)

23.5% (4)

17

improved signage

35.7% (5)

57.1% (8)

50.0% (7)

14

community postings

61.5% (8)

69.2% (9)

38.5% (5)

13

69.2% (18)

57.7% (15)

34.6% (9)

26

54.5% (12)

77.3% (17)

27.3% (6)

22

51.9% (14)

70.4% (19)

29.6% (8)

27

frisbee golf

71.4% (5)

57.1% (4)

0.0% (0)

7

durable exercise

53.8% (7)

69.2% (9)

46.2% (6)

13

62.5% (5)

50.0% (4)

25.0% (2)

8

lawn bowling

54.5% (6)

81.8% (9)

45.5% (5)

11

more/improved gar-

54.2% (13)

75.0% (18)

54.2% (13)

24

0.0% (0)

100.0% (1)

0.0% (0)

1

planting

bulletin
boulders or large
rocks
improve/add offleash dog areas
add Adopt-A-Rink
skating rink

equipment
chess/checkers table
with seats

bage bins
no improvements
are necessary
Fairview Community Association
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Additional comments:
Recycled rubber vs. gravel, enforced playground speed limits
FLAVELLE: crosswalk from pedestrian ROW; rink in upper flat area, meandering path through park; large focus on sitting/picnic areas, garbage at each entrance.
FLINT: clear off-leash area versus non off leash; entrance sign by Fairmount,
more trees/native landscaping, more large deciduous that are not poplars! keep
some of the new playground pieces (spinner, turtle), train theme at playground,
south site for community garden, north site for something else? picnic areas
with view of city, better sitting areas throughout, one more garbage midway
through park, doggie bags station, linear pathway, replace car barrier at Fairmount, nice fencing, crosswalk across flint at NSD and perhaps across RR
tracks?
FAWN: trees against alley, prune existing trees, replace fence, better
sitting areas, split playground over path? maybe a natural playground, boulders/
rocks to add height, make it more interesting/engaging, no parking at ramp/
entrance, crosswalk to entrance, art, covered picnic area, nice sign at entrance,
new bollard, 30 km/hr zone here? allow dogs on-leash only
Control weeds
Keep Flavelle Natural.
A fence along the road in the Flint Park so I could let my dogs off-leash
would be wonderful.
Fill in holes where trees used to be so that they are not trip hazards, or plant
new trees. If planting new trees, choose trees that bear usable apples, not ornamental. If by water features, you mean a spray park, that would be fantastic.
Some way to discourage dog owners from cutting through park (Fawn)
Soccer posts/nets
More trees
I just want to mention that whenever there is an off leash dog area near a play
ground or a dog free zone one can pretty much guarantee that there will be
people who will ignore the signs, even when there are kids around, and it's not
always practical to call animal services because the dog owner with dog will of
ten be gone before somebody from animal services arrives. For practical
reasons off-leash areas and kids areas should not be next to each other. It's also
a safety issue, dogs don't read signs.
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Question 12. What changes or improvements would you and your family
like to see in each Fairview greenspace?
Fawn/Foster Greenspace

Fountain Greenspace

Response
Count

73.0% (27)

97.3% (36)

37

66.7% (8)

58.3% (7)

12

pathways/sidewalks

100.0% (7)

71.4% (5)

7

public art

100.0% (7)

71.4% (5)

7

picnic sites

100.0% (14)

64.3% (9)

14

added/improved sitting

94.7% (18)

68.4% (13)

19

raised garden beds

100.0% (9)

55.6% (5)

9

flower planters

88.9% (8)

55.6% (5)

9

natural/native planting/

87.5% (14)

56.3% (9)

16

100.0% (6)

50.0% (3)

6

water features

75.0% (6)

87.5% (7)

8

boulevard tree planting

87.5% (7)

75.0% (6)

8

park tree planting

83.3% (5)

83.3% (5)

6

improved signage

100.0% (8)

62.5% (5)

8

we do not use this green
space enough to comment
playground equipment
added

areas

landscape areas
drinking fountain
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83.3% (5)

83.3% (5)

6

boulders or large rocks

86.7% (13)

60.0% (9)

15

chess/checkers table with

100.0% (6)

50.0% (3)

6

90.5% (19)

57.1% (12)

21

100.0% (2)

0.0% (0)

2

community postings bulletin

seats
added/improved garbage
bins
no improvements are necessary

Additional comments:
Making it a playground zone
FOSTER: tons of landscaping potential, get people using this space! few young
trees for succession, needs sitting/lounging areas, picnic site and garbage bin,
sidewalk on west/south side would be nice, public art, trees need pruning,
picnic tables would be nice, take advantage of the slope, natural/native planting
areas.
FOUNTAIN: similar as foster - get more use out of this space with sitting/picnic
areas, put heavy coniferous trees at north/east end to block out loud traffic
noise, sidewalk along east border, path/walkway into the middle with perhaps a
centre piece - a fountain on Fountain would be so perfect! or perhaps a splash
pad for kids, needs garbage bin, good sitting, sunbathing and picnic areas, trees
for succession, some shrubs/native plantings,
Contol weeds
Let the people who live around these areas decide.
Bench on fawn greenspace
More trees and lawn care
Even just swings
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Question 13. In regards to Fairview’s playgrounds, are there any specific playground
equipment improvements that you and your family would like to see?
My opinion is not to invest in cheap equipment that will break down, become
dated, undersized or limited to a small age group in too short of a time span.
Fawn playground - change out gravel to recycled tires, add bigger slide and
more older kids swings, monkey bars, playground zone, another bench for
sitting
Skating rink
Better swing set
Improved off-leash facilitites
Variety of equipment at each site, different things at each site to make each a
destination, themes (e.g. trains at Flint), incorporate a variety of age groups at
each site, replace all of the playgrounds in Fairview! swings are always popular
for all ages, maybe swings at Fountain? boulders for kids to climb on are great
too!
Just newer equipment
We would love to see spinners, pretend car, different equipments a different
sites so we can have a theme/special features for each park so we will use them
all.
Modern equipment like the new playground at Le Roi Daniels school, keep the
swings, add a climbing wall
Please keep any more Playground equipment out of Flavelle Park. Let children have the space to run, toboggan and have fun without everything being
planned or set out for them. Some of us enjoy having green areas around.
We need an outdoor rink in the community badly, or even just a pond
More options for toddler/pre-school age kids
Toddler friendly structures to crawl/climb on. For example, ramps
The big disc swings! These are great and can fit more than one person!
More variety of equipment at fawn; more things for older children (without
eliminating things for younger children)
A learning center with a big ABC or numbers board so kids can play and learn
at the same time
Any type of interesting sort of structure, especially for climbing and imaginative
play. More to spend time doing. So many possibilities in playground construction these days.
New, up to date and safe playground equipment. Poor playgrounds for Fairview
kids.
Newer equipment for older kids
Fairview Community Association
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More variety for different age groups, different things at each one, climbing,
two swings kid and infant size
I'd like to see a mixed age playground structure available but nothing too over
the top. I worry the current proposal for Flavelle is very big and costly when
that may not be necessary. I personally don't know how many children are in
Fairview at the moment and having grown up in the area the purpose was al
ways a few pieces of equipment to have fun on and stimulate play instead of
being an amusement park.
Playground equipment that is accessible to a variety of ages - not just very small
people. There are more kids 10 and up that need an appropriate place to play.
More adult sized equipment/covered areas
All the playground equipment needs to go at Flavelle- its outdated, hard to play
on and hazardous. I would like to see something other then little rocks for the
playground-ground- Valleyview in NE has a nice park and soft ground. Play
ground needs to be built for all ages including something for toddlers/
preschoolers. Would love a water park at the top of the hill- is that asking too
much?
More update playground equipment suitable for a range of ages, cleaner/safer
surface on playground than gravel is available.
More swings at the helicopter playground
I think a good mix of equipment suitable for younger and older kids so that all
the kids in a given family will be able to enjoy the green space at the same time.
I would rather see a wider variety of basic equipment than to try and get too
fancy with something unusual and different
Love more swings

Question 14. If signage were added/improved in Fairview’s parks or greenspaces,
are there any specific improvements that you and your family would like to see?
For traffic signs large and unobstructed views of and for info signage, natural
looking, informative and resourceful.
Add signage, so that it is safe for children to play at - more parents would be
willing to let their children play, if they knew cars weren't speeding by.
Community info. No more lost cats posters PLEASE!!!! Information about
off-leash facilities
Community map
Clear signs that Flavelle is not an off-leash park
Clear signage for where off-leash and where on-leash areas are, signs to list
sponsors/donors, memorial signs? creative signs/markers to identify each site,
community events sign
Fairview Community Association
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I would just like to have a couple signs saying Welcome to Fairview. The only
park that warrants a sign is Flint.
Improve the visibility of the playground zone signs for cars. Signs indicating
specific off-leash areas.
Opportunity to post upcoming community events - i.e. fundraisers, spring clean
up, etc.
Yes they should include the fine amount for not cleaning after pets as well as a
sign that reads "Park under 24 hrs surveillance by policing neighbors" or
something that will prevent vandalism
No dogs allowed...
Why is signage required?
Larger off-leash sign where it can be seen at flint park and maybe others
I don't think there is any signage stating Flavelle Park's name so that would
be good.
More trees and paths in the helicopter playground
Signs such as No Loitering, No skateboarding, etc. to discourage teenagers from
hanging around the playground where young kids are playing and using it as a
makeshift skate park.

Question 15. If public art were added to Fairview’s parks or greenspaces, what
type of art or art themes would you and your family would like to see?

Historical
Why waste money on art, it's a playground, not art gallery - use the money for
equipment
Art from the local school kids or local artists such as Indefinite Arts Society.
Nature, children-friendly art
Kids art or art that celebrates community
I don't see the need for art in a park, waste of money
Messages around nature conservation.
Colorful and bright, natural based
Low maintenance, durable art (e.g. bronze statues, concrete, etc). perhaps local
stuff through IDA, art to decorate fences at parks, nature art, appropriate
themes unique to each site (e.g. trains at Flint), sculptures
Sculptures
Family orientated
Fairview Community Association
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Fence decoration? Like in front of definit arts
Large metal sculptures - by local art students [ACAD]. Family themes - nature
themes
Decorate fences with local art at fenced playgrounds
Art created by children
The only public Art I would like to see in our Parks or Greenspaces is a Foun
tain, and I don't mean drinking fountain. Public Art could be in smaller areas,
for example, on front of a business or the area near Arena.
I'm not sure what, but I would love to see this!
No artwork! It is just a magnet for vandalism, and more costs and
maintenance.
Sculpture or something interactive
Educational artwork that is somewhat interactive or interactive artwork that
becomes a part of the play structure.
Colorful art! Along the fences
I like the idea of public art but it would have to be vandal-proof. Perhaps flags?
Interesting paving patterns, and use of stone in walls or dividers?
Children's art
Nature
Sculpture? Hard to meet everyone's tastes, however.
Family oriented art...maybe by the kids from le Roi Daniels and Fairview school
Any kind!
Although I support public art I am not sure this would be something that
works as it would require a lot of maintenance. I guess low maintenance would
therefore be a requirement. I think local artists should be used and children of
the area.
Play or nature
Sculptural pieces that are not easily vandalized.
Colourful and easy to clean of graffiti
Art from school children
Nature and wildlife themes. Cultural and diversity
Reflect community values (natural, down to earth, welcoming, and bring some
art to the suburbs rather than having all public art in downtown and trendy
areas just outside downtown.
Modern art and also a “Welcome to Fairveiw” sign with flowers near the corner
of Fairview
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Question 16. If sitting/picnic areas and waste disposal items were added
or improved in Fairview’s parks or greenspaces, are there
any specific changes that you and your family would like to see?
Recycling options and information and suggestions at location of garbage and
recycling bins. A positive promotion of litter control.
Would be nice to add picnic areas
Lids on all cans and no open bins. Sitting areas must be durable with low
vandalism potential / CEPTED orientation.
A few more benches
So much more potential - several picnic sites in each park, perhaps some
clumped picnic sites to be used for larger groups (e.g. birthdays). Sitting areas
are terrible currently - need more attractive and comfortable benches (so many
choices out there than the wood plank garbage!), lounging chairs (e.g. Nellie
Breen park in inglewood or Riverwalk) so people can lie down and read or sun
bathe, perhaps some sheltered picnic sites, garbage bins strategically placed
near areas of higher use, animal proof garbages of course, sitting areas NEAR
the playground equipment, not 50 yards away, no wood benches/picnic tables as
these don't last, get vandalized, rot, etc. -- new recycled plastic lumber ones are
more durable, multiple benches at each park, especially since more families will
likely use the parks more, picnic tables that can fit umbrellas
Just more of them
Picnic tables, garbage bins nothing super fancy but practical and durable!
Wind shelter,picnic table,litter barrel - pea gravel area - circle seating
area/ benches
Sitting area closer to the playground
A fenced area so that picnickers could enjoy and dog walkers would still
have access
Low maintenance picnic tables (i.e. concrete board rather than wood) then they
don't look worn if the stain / paint fades or peels and easy to remove graffiti
Make the benches and picnic tables out of wood and metal NOT plastic that
fades and looks tacky after a short time. It would be nice to have recycling recepticle next to the garbage can providing there are people who will empty
them.
This would be GREAT in the Flint Park.
Include recycling. The challenge would be ensuring proper segregation, and
that the city folks who maintain the bins do it frequently enough to keep the
area tidy.
A picnic table closer to the equipment in Flavelle park.
Just more benches.
Tables with a center hole so umbrellas can be used
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Would LOVE a picnic table at both Fawn parks!
Recycling bins
Animal proof waste bins ,putting benches etc at edges of green spaces so the
wide openness could still be enjoyed. At playgrounds benches close to play
ground
Just that they be low maintenance and durable. It would be nice to have some
picnic tables in some of the parks and animal-proof garbages
Picnic tables flat, away from hills
Covered areas
There is only one picnic bench above Flavelle park. We need to add more picnic benches and sitting areas down below where the equipment is and above.
It would be difficult to hold a birthday party as there is no place to set up.
Like to see better maintained picnic areas so multiple families could enjoy
them simultaneous.
More benches placed at intervals around the whole playground so that parents
can sit near where their children are playing and keep better track of them.
Also, waste disposal containers with automatically closing lid would be helpful
so that garbage doesn't get blown all over the place by the wind.
Picnic tables with serviced garbage bins (locking and animal-proof)

Question 17. Have you been to other parks that really impressed you
and what was it about those parks that stood out?
The space
Equipment suited for all ages, recycled tires for less mess
Bowness
Clean and with more people to socialize with.
Rubber ground instead of rocks
Not sure if it's considered a park, but McHugh Bluff is great because there are
so many ways people use that space: dog walking, exercise (jogging, biking, running stairs), picnicking (Peter's Drive-In goodies).
Mixed uses for all ages, lots of good sitting areas, better playground equipment,
attractive and well-maintained features (fences, tables/chairs), colorful walkways
(colored concrete) with art embedded in them
Natural areas with trees, paths and ponds
Landscaping
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Inglewood, the helicopter park (bottom of Foothills hospital (27 street/5ave NW
roughly) and in Acadia we use mainly the Kino school one and the one at the
end of Fairmount drive (east site before the Trico centre in a school yard),
Prince's Island, Superstore one in Spruce meadow
Okotoks boulevards - dry river/rocks designs with natural dry plants - meandering through some of the larger park areas - need little watering
Liked playground equipment on Maribou Rd SW different/better ground cover
Pesticide free and native plant and plant signage
The new parks that have gone into some of the schools in the area - lots of
color and modern equipment
I travel all over Canada and when I look for a park I am looking for a Green
space that is well groomed and with benches I can sit down on and read a book
and enjoy the fresh air. Whether it is Assiniboine park in Winnipeg or Elk/
Beaver Lake outside of Victoria or Signal Hill in St. John's. I like that they all
have spaces that aren’t NOT full of playground equipment, booths selling stuff
and organized sports. They have room and space for reflection and a fresh air.
Modern playground equipment, clean park, no gravel under playground structures
Natural plantings and landscaping that provided fun places for children to explore. Splash pad in the warmer months.
Colourful art, benches to sit on, unique playground equipment.
Walkways with attractive walls and paving as the architectural interest. Water
features nice but difficult in our "arctic" environment.
Accessible swings, variety of equipment, spray park in Delburne, AB
Prefer dog park on flint road to be fenced off from the street
Parks in new neighbourhoods are bright colourful and the transition between
game structures are seamless I saw a boat like structure once and it had words
related to the nautical theme maybe this could help our playgrounds too
Using black tire product for ground cover instead of rocks or cement. Water
park a huge bonus.
Playgrounds fenced in one way in and out seems helpful if taking multiple
kids especially of varying age groups lots of variety in equipment cool climbers
I like a lot of the parks in North Glenmore Park as there are mixed age playgrounds with picnic area around them.
The quality and updated playground equipment, bright colours, the cover of
the playground - very safe, not gravel (dusty and not really safe when kids fall
down) @13 Ave and 1St SW.
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Larger play spaces that have a variety of equipment, trees for shade and games,
tables for picnics. Parks we like: Calgary Science School in Lakeview: great play
equipment for many ages, Nelli Breen in Inglewood: lots of trees and art also
imaginative play area, Stanley Park: what's not to love! all season enjoyment,
Meadowlark Park-near the community centre: challenging equipment for many
sizes. I am sure that there are more. We visit many parks throughout the season
as the kids (4 & 10) love to go new places.
Community BBQ area would be great!
ValleyView- love the water park and playground combo. The playground was
bright, modern and creative/interesting. The kids could really use their imagination when playing. I also liked that they didn't have little pebbles or rubber
pieces to get in their shoes ( although I would take rubber pieces over rocks).
The Talisman Centre park has a neat climbing web. North Glenmore park also
has a park that suits all ages.
Some of the "more connected" park structures in newer areas are fun and engaging for kids... not separate pieces, but a connected whole.
I really like the parks with a lot of big willow trees and ponds
I like parks that have areas for both older and younger kids, separate but in the
same green space so the toddlers and preschoolers have a place to play while
the elementary kids have their own more sophisticated equipment. Another
thing that I look for in a playground is that all areas are open and visible which
makes it safer and easier to keep track of younger kids without having to hover.

Question 18. In general, what would entice you and your family to use
Fairview’s parks and greenspaces more?
Weather, litter control and a cattle prod to shake me off the google and
Youtube!
Change of equipment and enticement for more children to use them.
More garbage cans for debris & poop. Replace dying trees, improved seating
areas & views. Improved landscaping.
More community participation, space for games.
More variety of equipment for a wider age range
Newer safer playground equipment
If they were bigger and further away from traffic.
More seating and recreation facilities
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Improved playgrounds, more attractive parks with walkways, beautiful garden
beds with different stuff other than the current large trees (which are great),
rocks, picnic sites and better sitting areas, well-maintained/clean, year-round
options (e.g. rink, better x-country skiing), fencing at flint, more pedestrianfriendly, separate play areas and off-leash areas more, trees need pruning all
around, boulders are great, easy things to add to improve the look and also allows kids to play on them
Natural areas with trees, paths and ponds
Well kept , trees , off leash
Landscaping
More equipped - they would be even more inviting and friends from elsewhere
will also have more fun to come and visit us!
Interesting displays and art - walk paths that move through the area - various
features [flower names,art titles/creators, tree names]
More equipment
Location
I use daily with both my dogs and my family
More playground equipment
That they are clean, free of litter, graffitti and garbage. I love it when the grass is
mowed and I don't worry about Dandelions. Please do not spray with pesticides. It is not needed.
Modern equipment, flowers, pathways in Flint
I would love to use the Flint Park to take my dogs to. There are a lot of dogs in
the area, but no one will take their dogs there because it is so dangerous with
out a fence and next to a busy road. I never see children there either because it
is so close to the road. I don't have children yet, but can honestly say I wouldn't
take my kids there when I do because there is no barrier between the park and
the road.
Better dog area and better playground
Skating options
Right now our child is still a baby. I expect we'll use the playgrounds much
more starting next summer, and would love for there to be fun things for tod
dlers to play on / with
Fun, safe playground equipment mixed with naturalization.
Better equipment... To have a fence around the off leash area at flint park, some
pathways in flint as well and a community garden in flint.
More dog-friendly, bike-friendly, and pedestrian-friendly areas. There are very
few nice walking paths, really, none.
More variety of playground equipment.
other than better weather...?? :) right now our kids are really young - so it's
hard to say
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Off-leash option
Better equipment, more people there playing! Space to sit, space to eat.
A clean safe environment with picnic areas
Better playground equipment and seating
Great for outside activities and exploring
Off-leash fenced area for dogs
Better play equipment and seating
We use the parks a lot (mostly the school playground) as my son is a toddler but
it would be nice to have community events at the parks occasionally to meet
neighbours, annual picnic or festival, street parties etc.
Playgrounds
We use our parks regularly because we can walk to them. It would be nice to
include more natural features so the parks don't feel so stale, but only if they
are maintained.
Just a fence for the offleash area - it is dangerous to not have one, especially
given the rabbit population in the park. Most dogs can't resist chasing rabbits,
and I've seen them run onto Flint Road.
Better playgrounds, a water/spray park, better picnic and seating areas and a
skating rink. There are some parks we don't go to because we have heard there
are often people drinking alcohol and hanging out at them (Flint). If they were
used more often and looked maintained then I think people would respect
that and find another place to hang out
Better play spaces, more picnic areas.
Dog friendly parks
No dogs running loose on the playground or tied up next to the playground.
More sitting areas for the parents while the kids are playing.
The off leash space along Blackfoot is very heavily used by local friendly folks. I
live beside it and know it could become a real feature.Trees (I've kept the last
one alive by watering it for 4 years) would add beauty and shade, benches to sit
and visit with other pet walkers, (thank God for the 2 pet waste bins). Perhaps
some low growing native shurbs, a water fountain for people and dogs. This is a
big piece of land. I don't know what the designation is but why can't Fairview
get it designated as one of our parks? I'ts a real feature that other communities
would envy.
Better equipment. Making sure that there's something for all ages (infants/
toddlers, young children, older children).

Question 19. Do you have any other comments regarding Fairview’s parks or greenspaces?
Keep up the good work... together is the only way we can clean up after each
other.
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Hopefully the improvement will entice new families knowing that we have all
this area and parks.
Focus on making them multi-use areas for all age groups.
Playgrounds unevenly distributed in community. Put park locations in Fairview
views
Would be great to give each park an identity and some nice markers or signs
relating to this and make each site a unique destination - we are a small enough
community that anyone could go to any site by walking, so there doesn't need
to be a lot of duplication of destination features at each site, keep up the good
work - it will pay off for everyone in the end!
Appealing pathways would encourage healthy lifestyles
Get rid of weeds. Houses have to but not the park. It spread to our properties.
Provide an "Adopt A Park" program where residents can assist in maintenance
& landscaping?
We are doing great. Thanks so much for the efforts! We'll get there!
This is a great idea, hope it goes ahead
Make it more accessible for handicapped kids, younger and older kids
They are a selling feature of our community and should be maintained and
upgraded
Before you do anything to any park please ask the people who live around these
parks what they want. I notice that no where on this survey do ask people how
many pets they have. If they have dogs. So I feel this park improvement plan is
not taking into consideration those Fairview residents who have dogs. There
are a lot of us!! Fairview parks should also be for them.
Hoping that current dog restrictions will be in place (don't mix playground
with off-leash dog park)
We love the old trees in all the parks!!!
I feel greenspace is what makes a city liveable. It is crucially important to make
a neighbourhood attractive and comfortable, and is what makes a city a place to
be proud of. It needs to be accessible to all, even those without cars!!!!
Can we ask the City of Calgary if they can post a sign with the vandalism fee,
failing to clean after your dog fee so people that don’t know would get more
educated and probably think twice before destroying public spaces??
Plan for the future. The community is mature so the green spaces should reflect
the appropriate number/size of playgrounds which can be sustained long term.
A long term fund also should be developed for regeneration.
I know there has been talk of making the park on Flint Road more of a feature.
This would be a great idea to help improve the overall feel of the neighbourhood, which is feeling a bit run down and in need of some beautification.
Maybe put in some parking off the lane way at flint park
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I think Fairview has lots of potential but as a young family I often think about
moving to a place that has better areas for kids and families. There are a lot of
young families in the area and this will only increase so I think its so great that
the community is doing something about it.
Off-leash dog space
Overall, I think we're very lucky with our green spaces and parks. Maybe we
could create a nature walk around the perimeter of a greenspace so that those
who like to walk can do so while those who like to play ball etc can play in the
interior of the green space. It's also a great way for parents to get some exercise
while still being able to keep an eye on their child inside the green space.
See previous comment
Thanks to all those who volunteer to help with this

Question 20. What age group, in years, are you and your partner?
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Question 21. What age group, in years, are you and your partner?
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Question 22. What age, in years, are your children?
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Question 23. How long, in years, have you lived at your current residence?
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